
The Long Range Identification System



the car in front of the barrier and not the one just driving 
by. 
The need for long range identification extends beyond 
the AVI market. tranSpeed products are suitable for use 
in many other applications where the reliable tracking of 
people or assets using long range RFID is required.
For optimum performance and product flexibility, 
deister electronic supports both active and passive  
transponders. Where very high speed detection is re-
quired, active (battery-powered) transponders offer the 
best performance. However, if you are looking for an al-
ternative, more cost effective solution for large numbers 
of users, then passive UHF windscreen transponders are 
the ideal solution. 
Dual technology cards with a "one-card" solution are also 
available, giving you long range driver identification as 
well as cards for standard access control systems, provi-
ding maximum convenience to the user.

No. 1 in long range identification worldwide
deister electronic is recognised as a leading RFID com-
pany bringing an innovative solution to various markets 
worldwide.
The tranSpeed product range is primarily designed for 
Automatic Vehicle Identification- (AVI) and long range dri-
ver identification for use in applications such as parking 
management, logistics and access control. tranSpeed 
uses either the latest UHF or microwave technology. The 
readers utilise a simple plug and play connection that al-
lows readers to be easily exchanged or upgraded even 
between technologies.
tranSpeed is a complete solution of products including 
readers, transponders, controllers, software, accessories 
and special card holders to ensure reliable long range 
identification. Because all vehicles are not the same our 
unique RRD (Range Reduction Device) allows the read 
range of the tranSpeed UHF tag to be adjusted for each 
vehicle. It is critical in many applications to only identify 

Technology

World wide standard
The tranSpeed UHF family of products are based on ISO 18000-6 and are designed to operate in harsh conditions 
where reliable reading is needed.

Read Performance - deister electronic has invented the unique concept to adjust the read ranges of transponders 
with our RRD (Range Reduction Devices).

Test Tag - This is used to establish the reader field to help the installer set the correct field strength. This test tool 
minimises the service and installation times in a complex UHF or 2.45 GHz world.
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Copy and Tamper Protection

Adjustable Tag Performance

High Speed Reading Performance

Reliable Long Range Identification

Convenient and easy parking
The convenience of a modern long range system over-
comes the disadvantages of keypads or close proximity 
solutions. The RFID expertise of deister electronic enables 
our products to operate under the worst environmental 
conditions giving fast and reliable vehicle detection.

Parking access and people tracking
The readers are equipped with standard interfaces for di-
rect connection to many of the world‘s parking access 
control systems. A single card can be conveniently used 
for both physical access and long range identification.

These cards are available in dual technology formats 
supporting all common proximity standards. tranSpeed 
readers are also suitable for people and asset tracking 
throughout a building.

Worldwide service
With an international network of business partners we 
ensure, you will always find a company in your country 
who can offer the best sales and service for the transpeed 
systems. For further information or contact details please 
visit our website www.transpeed-system.com.

High Visibility „Stop/Go/Status“ LED‘s

multi Commander - 
The central software solution
The standard Software packages tranSpeed Control and 
tranSpeed Commander are perfect to control and operate 
parking and small access control applications. To extend 
the reach of the system, deister electronic has introduced 
the multiCommander software. This modular software pa-
ckage opens the possibility to incorporate the powerful 
proxSafe key management system and/or the doorLoxx 
system for battery operated cylinder and lock control into 
one complete system. Using only one database and the 
same user interface, together with linked functions between 
the software modules, provides integration features which 
are unique within the industry.
proxSafe - key management
By attaching a unique RFID keyTag to your keys you are 

able to manage and control them using the proxSafe 
Commander Software. Management can control access 
to keys, know who took which key and when, and who 
returned - providing full accountability and responsibility.
For more information please visit: www.proxsafe.com
doorLoxx - Locking scheme software
Equip doors which have no power or connection to the 
installed Online access system with flexible and battery 
operated cylinders, fittings or locks!
Manage all access rights by using the doorLoxx card net 
or the doorLoxx airLink and the powerful doorLoxx Com-
mander Software. 
The doorLoxx product range bridges the gap between  
online doors managed by tranSpeed Commander and 
the management of keys and valuables by the proxSafe 
system.

The power of combined systems



TPU 3080 - UHF windscreen tag
The TPU 3080 is a paper thin and flexible transponder 
allowing the quick and easy installation to the inside of a 
vehicle‘s windscreen. The TPU 3080 series of tags have 
been optimised to work specifically on glass surfaces - such 
as windscreens and all the data transmitted between the 
tag, reader and access control system is fully encrypted. 
All our UHF transponders use the encrypted smart-frame 
container to prevent duplication or manipulation. With 
specially developed Range Reduction stickers the read 
range of the TPU 3080 can be tailored to fit the appli-
cation needs.

TPU 3051 - UHF Multi-Technology-Cards
A passive ISO credit card sized transponder with specially 
developed antenna structure allows the mounting close to 
the windscreen so that it can be used for long range driver 
identification.
Dual technology cards allow you to manage the access 
control to a building and to the car park by using the 
same credential.
Several combinations are available: UHF + mifare® 
Classic, UHF + mifare® EV1, UHF + LEGIC. The spe-
cially developed UHF antenna also gives the option for 
people tracking in a building where you can‘t use a GPS-
based system.

TPG 55xx - TPG 65xx active Tags
2.45 GHz active transponders for use with the TSG 60 
long range reader. These transponders are either com-
pletely enclosed in a robust and durable plastic that has 
the footprint similar to standard ISO card (TPG 55xx) or 
they are embedded in a heavy duty housing, ideal for 
applications in harsh environments (TPG 65xx).
Battery life is guaranteed for minimum 5 years and the 
transponders can be supplied as dual technology by  
additionally supporting common 125 kHz or 13.65 MHz 
technologies. This enables their use within an already ex-
isting access control systems or to be used on conventional 
handheld readers; for instance to be able to identify the car 
owner from the cars which are parked on your premises. 

TPG 55xx

TPU 3080

TPG 65xx

ISO card holder
A specially developed ISO card holder for windscreen 
placement with integrated RRD - function for the adjust-
ment of the UHF smart card read performance.

CHD 5

TPU 3051 Dual-Technologie Karte



TSG 60 - The long range reader
A compact reader designed for outdoor use providing 
reading distances up to 8m. using long life active tran-
sponders. The reader has a well defined and adjustable 
reading distance making it suitable for lane control in in-
stallations where multiple readers are used. The TSG 60 
is ideal for vehicle, train and container tracking applica-
tion wherever long read range and high speed identifica-
tion counts most. Its modern sleek design means it will fit 
into any environment.

TSU 25 / TSU 200 – for optimal reading range
The TSU 25 UHF -Reader, conforming to the ISO 18000-
6 and latest global RFID standard‘s offers the maxi-
mum read range with passive UHF transponders. The 
TSU 200 reader is ideal for parking applications and 
is easily integrated in almost any parking management  
system. Large LED‘s provide clear visible information for 
access granted or denied. Both readers support high 
speed multiple read capability in people tracking or  
similar applications.

IDC and IDC-E controller
The controllers support up to two long or short range rea-
ders and have all the necessary I/O‘s suitable for gates, 
barriers or access doors. By networking them together up 
to 16 entrances can be controlled - from the car park to 
the entire building. Every controller can operate "stand 
alone" since they contain real-time clocks, event logging 
and memory back up.
The IDC-Controller is configured via PC and a USB-Port.
The IDC-E offers the possibility to operate a parking or 
access control system over the Ethernet.

TSU 25

TSG 60

IDC

IDC-E

RFID Mouse Programmer
An award winning idea and design! These clever devices 
are needed to program different types of transponder and 
for assigning transponders to the management software. 
The HID compliant-USB interface allows for immediate 
use without the need to install a driver software on the PC. 

UDL 5 - mouse
for UHF transponders.

RDL 5 - mouse
for 13.56 MHz and 2.45 GHz transponders.

RDL 5 - HF UDL 5 - UHF

TSU 200



www.transpeed.de

RFID - is the driving force for many Applications and Markets!
deister electronic is the leading RFID company, developing, producing and selling innovative RFID solutions to various 
markets worldwide. Within the security division we market products for access control, key management, manned gu-
arding, personal security and vehicle identification. In our industrial division we sell products and systems for the supply 
chain management, logistics, industrial automation, waste management, vehicle locking and textile identification. 
Our technology experience encompasses all aspects of design from low level chip development to complex software 
algorithms for intelligent systems; with a strong mechatronic focus combining mechanical, electronic and computer 
engineering. For further information and contact details please visit: www.deister.com 

A complete system
Long and short range readers, barriers and doors together 
with two software options can be used in the tranSpeed 
system. The IDC - controllers are stand alone control de-
vices as they including real time clocks, event logging and 
a memory back up. All readers and controllers use a 4 
wire cable with protocol encryption. To download or re-

trieve data, a PC can be connected via the USB interface 
or over IP-Network to the IDC - E Controller. 
The tranSpeed Control software offers many functions 
for the basic operations of a car park and access control 
applications. The tranSpeed Commander is the more po-
werful solution if combined systems are needed.
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